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Barnes casts golden beams across the cup-tie that cheered 
Liverpool ............ 2 Nottingham Forest .... 1  
John Barnes has completed his education at the most successful finishing school 
in the country, Anfield. His attacking promise shone brightly before he graduated 
from Watford but within the last year he has assumed a vital, secondary role. He 
has become a winger who can defend.  
His club has already benefited from the lesson. Had he not learned it, Liverpool 
would not be in the FA Cup Final. As well as creating both of their goals at 
Hillsborough, Barnes was responsible for restricting the individual who 
threatened to take Nottingham Forest to Wembley instead.  
His country will also profit from his additional quality. Apart from being a 
fearsome weapon in England's challenge for the European title in June, he can 
offer stronger protection to the left flank. In the light of Sansom's recent and 
sudden loss of form, the area has become potentially vulnerable.  
Liverpool themselves had been searching for someone to carry out the specific 
job. 'The left-hand side of mid-field has been notoriously difficult for us to fill,' 
Alan Hansen, the captain, said on Saturday. 'Being a natural winger, you would 
have thought that it would have been even worse for John Barnes.  
'But he has limitless stamina, pace, strength and a brain. I was amazed that we 
were the only ones to go for him, especially at Pounds 900,000. If you had looked 
at the lesser clubs for an outstanding player, you would have picked him out. He 
always gave us trouble.'  
Barnes has the ability to alter the destiny of any game within an instant. Who can 
forget his run in Rio de Janeiro, for example, four years ago? Such flashes off 
brilliance were infrequent, especially for England, but he has cast a hundred 
golden beams across this season.  
He cast another two across Hillsborough to illuminate a semi-final that was 
recognized as one of the finest in living memory. Forest's contribution was 
immense, not least because they stepped out of the character they had shown 
during the dress rehearsal in their own home seven days earlier.  
Defensive, then, they took the initiative here and might have held it had Barnes 
not intervened. His most consistent contribution was to assist Ablett, whose vain 
attempt to control he dangerous Crosby opened with an official caution. The 
names of Aldridge, for the some offence, and Gillespie were also taken later.  
Thus, in one afternoon, as many of Liverpool's representatives were booked as in 
the previous six months. Nor was that the only uncharacteristic feature of their 
victory. Without dominating possession as has been their custom since August, 
they waited patiently and struck through a series of counter-punches.  
The first was a typically clean and powerful blow from which Forest never fully 
recovered. McMahon, at the start of one of his less productive performances, 
released Barnes after a dozen minutes. His flight into Forest's area was brought to 
a crash landing by Chettle, another inadequate full back.  
Aldridge converted his eleventh penalty of the season and shortly after the 
change of ends he added his 24th goal of the season. The build-up would have 
graced any occasion and it was appropriate that Barnes and Beardsley, 
exchanging smoothly out on a touchline, should have fashioned it between them.  
Since they arrived, this pair of English internationals have raised Liverpool above 
the efficient and comparatively colourless sides tha have been built at Anfield. 'In 
all my time here,' Hansen was to add later, 'we've had no one with the something 
extra special except the boss (Kenny Dalgish). Now we've got two of them.'  
Brian Clough, who reacted magnanimously in front of the television cameras was 
otherwise as silent as usual, admitted: 'The best team won.' Had his own son 
scored immediately after the interval rather than 20 minutes later amid an untidy 
scramble, the margin might have been even narrower.  
Nigel Clough's miss, with a close-range header, was his only mistake. His instant 
touch, his extensive vision and his instinctive awareness lifted him far above his 
less-gifted colleagues and confirmed that he deserves to be promoted to the 
senior England squad, though not before the finals of the European 
championship.  
Webb is a regular member of the national part but his influence in midfield was 
negligible. If he fails to respond on such a stage, how can he be considered by 
Bobby Robson to be a more reliable alternative than McMahon, let alone the 
more talented Hoddle?  
Pearce, the international understudy for Sansom, was again impetuous and 
clumsy (one of his assaults on Houghton was especially worthy of more than a 
mild warning). He and Webb may have been a cause of English concern but the 
display of Barnes on the threshold of Wembley provided ample compensation.  
---------------------------------------------------------- LIVERPOOL: B Grobbelaar: G Gillespie, 
G Ablett, S Nicol, N Spackman, A Hansen P Beardsley, J Aldridge, R Houghton, J 
Barnes, S McMahon. ---------------------------------------------------------- NOTTINGHAM 
FOREST: S Sutton: S Chettle, S Pearce, D Walker, C Foster, T Wilson, G Crosby, N 
Webb, N Clough, P Wilkinson, B Rice. ---------------------------------------------------------- 
Referee: G Courtney. 
 

 
Double chasers Liverpool find fall guys in Forest 
Liverpool .......... 2 Nottingham Forest .. 1  
LIVERPOOL, profiting from an early penalty, and an early piece of indulgence by 
the referee, are at Wembley yet again. Forest, by contrast, will have to try again 
next year, the 30th anniversary of their last FA Cup final appearance.  
If Liverpool have anyone especially to thank, it must be John Barnes, who not only 
brought them their penalty, not only created their splendid second goal, but 
worked with fine unselfishness to help out the inadequate Ablett against the 
rampant and elusive Crosby.  
It was the sort of thing Jimmy Case and Sammy Lee used to do on the other 
Liverpool flank for Phil Neal; but Barnes, by sharp contrast with them, is one of 
football's thoroughbreds.  
Somebody up there must really like Liverpool. Only last Monday, when the 
Manchester United defender Gibson brought down his opponent having 
previously been booked, he was promptly sent off the field.  
At Sheffield yesterday Ablett, whom had been so tormented by young Crosby only 
a week earlier, fouled him clumsily when Clough had sent him beautifully away 
after five minutes. He was very properly booked. Six minutes later, Ablett brought 
Crosby down crudely again. If the much-praised Mr Courtney had followed last 
Monday's example, Ablett would have been off the field at once.  
Perhaps Mr Courtney did not want to spoil a semi-final. Whatever the reason, and 
one could not imagine it being convincing to Forest, Ablett stayed on the field. 
Barely a minuted later Liverpool were ahead. Such is the justice of football.  
What happened was that McMahon sent Barnes flying away down the left wing 
Chettle pursued him as best he could, but his best was not nearly good enough. 
His desperate tackle brought Barnes down as he ran into the box, and a penalty it 
was. Aldridge shot coolly into the bottom right-hand corner.  
It must have been just what Liverpool wanted after their recent uneasy games, 
and just what Nottingham dreaded: an early goal and one of the most 
demoralising kind.  
Until then, Clough's superb first-time passing, conceived and executed with 
tremendous alacrity, had kept Liverpool on the rack.  
There had been a pass to Wilkinson over which he stumbled when he might have 
scored, another to Crosby which had the Liverpool defence in a whirl. Though 
Liverpool, even after the goal, could not establish dominance of the play, now and 
again they had their cobra strikes.  
Twice Sutton had to make resourceful saves. Thus, after 22 minutes, Spackman, 
served by Barnes, danced his way boldly right through the Nottingham defence 
and was frustrated only at the last step, when Sutton threw himself desperately 
at his feet.  
Fourteen minutes later, Beardsley, always able to pull a rabbit out of the hat, 
suddenly beat Wilson, and then let fly a shot which Sutton turned around the 
post.  
Forest began the second half as brightly as they had done the first. Within a 
minute Clough, after Crosby's long throw was flicked on, headed only just wide of 
the goal. Five minutes later, Foster got his head to a free-kick from the left by 
Rice, but Grobbelaar was there to hold it.  
Almost immediately, Liverpool broke away to score a devastating, superbly 
executed goal. Beardsley's admirable pass found Barnes, whose still more 
remarkable cross from the left curled away from a bewildered Forest defence, to 
be perfectly volleyed home by Aldridge.  
The lethal combination of Beardsley and Barnes worked again not long 
afterwards, this time when Barnes set Beardsley through, only for Sutton to block 
his attempt.  
For a little while Forest understandably looked dejected. But then, with another 
long throw by Crosby, another flick-on at the near post by Wilkinson, they at last 
had a goal. Clough, very appropriately, scored it.  
But 12 minutes from time, when Liverpool broke rapidly away, another goal 
seemed almost inevitable. They had three attackers against a single outfield 
defender with Beardsley in possession. But Aldridge, in his excitement, went just 
that one stride too far, and was ruled offside.  
A couple of minutes later, a swift, incisive move down the right between 
Houghton and Beardsley ended with Houghton crossing, Barnes shooting and 
Sutton flinging himself to save. Minutes from the end Crosby got away again 
down the right a clever Forest move, but his cross went awry and Liverpool were 
through to Wembley.  
------------------------------------------------------ Weather: bright. Ground: firm. ------------
------------------------------------------ Goals: ------------------------------------------------------ 
Aldridge (12min, pen) 1-0. Aldridge (51min) 2-0. Clough (66min) 2-1. ------------------
------------------------------------ Liverpool ------------------------------------------------------ (4-
4-2): Grobbelaar; Nicol, Gillespie, Hansen, Ablett; Houghton, McMahon, 
Spackman, Barnes; Beardsley, Aldridge. ------------------------------------------------------  
Nottingham Forest ------------------------------------------------------ (4-4-2): Sutton; 
Chettle, Walker, Foster, Pearce; Crosby, Webb, Wilson, Rice; Clough, Wilkinson. ---
--------------------------------------------------- Referee: G Courtney (Spennymoor).  
 
 

 


